The Kiss strategy

1. Identify the trend. Be very cautious against a strong trend.

2. Check all longer time frame charts and the DX chart for bias.

3. Look for a yellow arrow, yellow pink super arrow or blue pink super arrow, 100% outside support or resistance on the 1 and/or 5 minute chart.

4. If you have correlation within all time frames execute a trade.

30 Sec, 60 sec, 300 sec & 5 - 10 pip Forex Strategy

The MA KISS

Step 1: Identify a trending currency pair.

Step 2: Check for conflicting signals.

It's no good trying to trade a trend if the charts have opposing trends.

Step 3: Trade.
Look for pink, white or super arrows (white and super are stronger) on the 1 minute chart in the direction of the trend after any of the 4 MA's are pierced. At the 1st sign of momentum on either DX or currency pair, enter trade.

If you have a 15/5 minute signal as well then all the better, but the last surviving pink signals should do.